Notes: Tag / Restart
#32 count intro….dance starts at 10:30

L BACK R KICK, COASTER STEP, CROSS SIDE BACK LRL, SIDE, CROSS RECOVER 1/4 LEFT

1-2&3  
Facing 10:30, step back on ball of L as you kick (low) R forward; R coaster step ending with L sweep around from back to front as you square up to 12:00

4&5  
Cross L over R; step R to right side; step back L as you sweep R around from front to back

6 – 7&  
Step back R as you sweep L; step back L; step R to right side

8&1  
Cross L over R; recover R; ¼ turn left step L forward (@9:00)

L CHASE TURN, CROSS RECOVER SIDE, TOUCH, TWO FULL TURNS RIGHT

2&3  
Step R forward; ½ turn left recover on L; step R forward (@ 3:00)

4&5, 6  
Rock fwd on to L; recover R; big step L to left side drawing R towards L; touch R next to L

7&8&  
¼ turn right step R forward; ½ turn right step L back; ½ turn right step R forward; ½ turn right step L back

SIDE, CROSS RECOVER, ¼, CROSS RECOVER, SIDE, ¼ LEFT, SPIRAL, RUN FORWARD LRL

1, 2&  
¼ turn right step R to right side as you sweep L (this finishes the 2 full turns R); cross L over R towards 4:30 diagonal; recover R 4:30

3, 4&5  
¼ turn left (1:30) step L forward as you sweep R; cross R over L; recover L; rock R to right side (@ 1:30)

6 – 7  
¼ left step L forward; step R forward and make full spiral turn over left shoulder

8&1  
Run forward LRL

RUN RLR ½ ARC, CROSS, BACK/HITCH, BEHIND, SIDE, CROSS, RECOVER, SIDE, RECOVER

2&3  
Run around RLR in ½ arc circle R and sweep L around on count 3 (@ 6:00)

4 – 5  
Cross Rock L over R; step back R as you hitch L up and around

6&7  
Step L behind R; step R to right side; cross L over R

8&8 &  
Recover R; Rock L to L opening up to L diagonal, Recover over to R

Restart: Wall 3 after 16 counts, with following modification to counts 15&16&:

7&8  
¼ turn right step R forward; ½ turn right step L back; ½ turn right step R forward

& 1  
3/8 turn right step L to left side; Kick/ hitch to restart on 1 (no step back to restart)

Tag: At end of wall 7 do the first 6 counts of first 8 and then add L rocking chair

1-2&3  
Facing 10:30, step back on ball of L as you kick (low) R forward; R coaster step ending with L sweep around from back to front as you square up to 12:00

4&5-6  
Cross L over R; step R to right side; step back L as you sweep R around from front to back, Step R back as you sweep L from front to back

7&8&  
Facing 10:30 rock back L, Recover R, Rock fwd on L, Recover back on R
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